HONOR COMMITTEE MEETING
SEPTEMBER 16, 2012

I. ROLL CALL

II. COMMUNITY CONCERNS

III. OFFICER REPORTS

A. Anne Russell Gregory—Vice Chair Community Relations, CLAS
   a. Website to go live this week

B. Mary Kidd—Vice Chair Education, CLAS
   a. Recruitment continues this week with interviews
   b. Mini Roundtable event this Wednesday at 7 PM in Pavilion V
   c. Mini Roundtables to continue every Wednesday at 7 PM in Pavilions around the Lawn
   d. Town Hall
   e. Tailgate co-sponsorship September 29th
   f. Debate with Jefferson and Washington Literary and Debating societies

C. Lindsey Tumperi—Vice Chair Investigations, CLAS
   a. 13 ongoing investigations

D. Clifton Bumgardner—Vice Chair Trials, SEAS
   a. Two students in Darden found not guilty of cheating by a random student jury

E. Stephen Nash—Chair, CLAS
   a. Report to review survey results next week
   b. Honor Beyond Grounds—Sarah Drew, Carter Covington, Jean Lockheart, etc.

IV. OLD BUSINESS

A. Honor Education Module—Clifton Bumgardner, SEAS
   a. Options:
      1.) Making the module mandatory through Net Nag for all UVa students
      2.) Incentivizing the module by donating money to a CIO of the student’s choice if completed
      3.) Requiring the module of all first year or transfer students but optional for upperclassmen
   b. Goal: to engage and inform the community through an educational Honor module
   c. Question: whether or not mandating the module would poorly reflect Honor
   d. Will look the same whether it is through Net Nag or not
   e. Module setup: If a student answers the question incorrectly, feedback is given and the student is prompted to the correct answer

B. Honor Sponsored Homecomings Event—Justin Pierce, CLAS
   a. Proposal given and Honor asked to be a “Rotunda” sponsor, i.e. $15,000 +
   b. UPC and StudCo are Rotunda sponsors
c. Question: Whether or not sponsoring as a “Rotunda” sponsor would provide substantive educational or engagement benefits
d. Many of the same benefits are offered in smaller amount packages
e. Goals and purposes of Honor are different than that of UPC, StudCo and other “Rotunda” sponsors
f. $500 is standard amount for sponsorship with other organizations

V. NEW BUSINESS
A. Engagement Campaign—Clifton Bumgardner, CLAS
   a. Taylor Richardson, COMM—getting students actively involved with a mock trial or case study
   b. Anne Russell Gregory, CLAS—discussion with Prof. Ed Russell regarding the no toleration clause (the clause that made it an Honor offense not to report)
   c. Will Carr SCPS—positive conversations with faculty
   d. Tom Rapp, GBSA—mixed conversations with faculty

VI. COMMUNITY CONCERNS

VII. CLOSED SESSION